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01 CRETE: THE BEGINNING OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION
Crete is the Beginning of Everything?/Taiganides ...................... 35
Cretans are different! I should know! I have been married to a Cretan for more than 50 years. I first read
about Crete in my college days in the early 1950s. One of my university professors had gone to Crete on a
mission for the United Nations, and he gave me a copy of a bleak report about the poverty on the island. The
first time I saw Crete was when I went there in 1961 for ….
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Cretan Wastewater Innovations/Angelakis.............................. 42
Differences between the Hellenic civilizations and the earlier Mesopotamian and Egyptian civilizations are not confined to cultural or intellectual issues, but also extend to the design and construction of infrastructures to achieve sustainable water supply and
sanitary disposal of …
Cretan Names, History and Meanings/Apostolakis ................ 44
Greek family names are “patronyms”, that is they derive from the father’s name with the addition of a
diminutive signifying “little one” or “son of ”. But in Greek names, the ending varies based on what part of Greece
your ancestors came from. For example, the ending -poulos as in Antonopoulos indicates Peloponnesian origin,
meaning the son of Antonis. The same meaning would be Antoniades in Macedonia, Antonakos in Mani, Antonatos in Kefalonia, Antonides for Pontian, in Crete Anton ….
Kourites first R&R Musicians?/Hnaraki .................................. 45
Cretan Food, Healthiest Diet/Trocchia-Taiganides ................. 46
The roots of Cretan cooking, as it is practiced still in the villages, are from the Minoans times of several millennia ago! Cretan
cooking relies on its produce of the island: fresh, seasonal fruits, vegetables, grains, pulses, legumes, goats, and sheep, fresh fish, and
of course, the ever present….
5000-Year Old Tree is Honored/Taiganides.............................. 47
A Cretan Rises in University Hierarchy/Taiganides.................50

“Ohio State’s comprehensive Medical College, which today is internationally recognized for clinical and research excellence, is in great part the work of Manuel Tzagournis. As the longest serving
Dean and Vice President in the College of Medicine’s history, he served the University with unwavering dedication during a climate of great change. His legacy is one of compassionate physician,
committed educator, and skilled administrator”
A Cretan’s Son Rises in Politics/Taiganides.............................. 52
Meshel is 80 (in 2004) but looks and walks like man in his 50s. He is aWWII veteran serving as a Seabee in Philippines under
the famous General McArthur and has 2 bronze medal battle scars to prove it. Went to college and graduated with high honors in 3
years, while working full time at a steel mill. He was the first Greek-American /Orthodox to be elected ….
What is in a Name? Venizelos?/Mandas ...................................54

To purchase the book click here
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